Advertisement Project
The students are working on identifying parts of an advertisement.  This is important to their learning since advertisements may be included on the EOG. 

Directions for the project
	Students will choose an advertisement out of a magazine or newspaper that can be cut out and mounted. 
	They will identify, locate and label parts of the advertisement listed below. 

Students will write a paragraph (6 sentences) telling weather or not they think the advertisement they have chosen is a good one and why. They will also share whether or not they would choose to shop at that store based on the advertisement and why.
Students will be graded based on the rubric included with the assignment.
	Examples of completed projects will be shown at school to help the children get an idea of how the project should look completed.


Advertisement Parts
days open 
hours open
dates of sale
address 
location
phone numbers
items for sale
possible prices or percentage off
pictures of items
any special deals or fee gifts
possible internet address
other important information listed

* I realize that not all advertisements include all the above parts. The children will be graded individually on the ad they selected. I will be looking to see if they have included all parts available for them to identify in that particular ad. 

Advertisement Project Rubric


Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Neatness
The project is exceptionally mounted, all labels are neatly written, and the paragraph is in the child’s best handwriting   in cursive.
The project is mounted neatly, all labels are legible, and the paragraph is written in cursive.
The project is not mounted neatly (glue is showing or not dry), the labels are not written neatly. The paragraph is not in cursive. 
The project is not mounted at all, labels are written on the ad, and the paragraph is illegible.
Parts Identified
Child has identified all parts available on the ad.
Child has labeled ¾ of the parts available on the ad.
Child has labeled ½ the parts available on the ad.
Child has not labeled the ad or labeled less than half the available parts.
Paragraph
All parts of the paragraph are included and there are a minimum of 6 sentences.
All parts of the paragraph are included and there are 6 sentences.
The child has not included all parts of the assignment. There are less than 6 sentences.
There is no paragraph. The paragraph does not follow the directions. 



The children will receive a failing grade only if they do not turn in a project at all.
 
5 points per day will be taken off projects that are turned in late. No projects will be accepted after May 17th. Those students will be given a failing grade unless they have a special circumstance I have been notified about by a parent or guardian.






